egotism, though, is more armour than character, more shell than sub-
stance. It is the usual defence for exaggerated sensibility—a defence be-
come a habit. And with all his synthesis and logical inclination, his un-
compromising search for principle, he was an incorrigible romanticist. I
have learned to see this as not inconsistent, except as the romanticist de-
generates to the sentimentalist. Louis Sullivan himself did sometimes
sentimentalize. What rich nature does not at times, and when least sus-
pecting the truth indignantly deny the 'soft impeachment'?
But during all this period when General Grant Gothic was the pre-
vailing mode, Chicago itself the centre of the united fundamentalist
ugliness of the United States, the synthesis of his common sense cut clean.
The buildings of the romantic Richardson and the susceptible Root
were beginning to appear, but buildings like the Potter Palmer house on
the Lake Shore Drive were still supreme. The Palmer home, Palmer
House and the Board of Trade were then popular architecture. Adler and
Sullivan buildings stood clean and sharp by comparison. See the Borden
Block, Gage Building and others in the Chicago wholesale district of this
early period. John Edelman's influence may be seen in the ornament of
those early buildings.
THE AUDITORIUM BUILDING
The Auditorium interior was the first great room for audience that
really departed from the curious prevailing traditions. The magic word
plastic was used by the Master in reference to his ornament, and the room
itself began to show the effects of this ideal. The ideal began to enter into
the Auditorium interior. Not consciously, I believe. Subconsciously.
Mr. Adler himself had invented the sounding-board as an architectural
principle in earlier theatres he had built. That is to say, the sloping sur-
face, extending above the proscenium, opening into the audience room,
was the sounding-board. Owing to this simple invention no public hall
ever built by Adler and Sullivan was acoustically bad. The Master de-
veloped this sounding-board into the concentric, elliptical arches as you
may still see them in that great room. And while no advantage was taken
of the arched elliptical form to carry the loads above, the inner shell itself
being carried—suspended from the level trusses above it—still the form
was appropriate, suitable to its purpose and prophetic.
The opening night of the great Chicago Auditorium was a gorgeous
civic and social event to be remembered. Adelina Patti was among the
score of opera stars that sang upon that occasion. The great room for opera
was found to be perfect for its purpose. It was acknowledged to be the
greatest building achievement of the period and to this day is probably the
best room for grand opera yet built in the world, all things considered.
Off to the beloved Valley for the honeymoon.
A few weeks later, the young bride and groom came back to Oak Park,
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